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minister of state read out a long list of gifts and par-
dons granted by the sovereign on the occasion of the
Prince's marriage. Each revocation of a punish-
ment or act of largess was greeted by enthusiastic
cheers and cries, ** Long live the Maharaja ! "
Just in front of me I saw a patriotic father box the
ears of his little daughter, a three-year-old half
smothered in her sari, because on one occasion she
had forgotten to applaud.
On each side of the maidan dark masses of people
were getting under way, lighting up their lanterns,
and presently began the long procession of the dele-
gations of the various tribes. First came small
groups of plains-men carrying streamers, then the
mountaineers extracting eldritch sounds from their
long trumpets, then Sikh regiments with their battle-
standards furled. Each group was preceded by a
band ; the mountain-men were accompanied by
troupes of quaint, exotic dancers, agile, graceful
girls muffled in outlandish robes that added to their
air of mystery. The mountaineers, so I was told,
were tribesmen from the Kashmir borderland. On
the far side of the open space, between columns of
white smoke, gerbs of rockets mirrored then1 falling
brightness in the lakes.
I joined the Maharaja and Princes in a marquee
pitched on the right of the grandstand, where a
buffet had been installed. The old Maharaja of
Nahum, acting for the nonce for Patiala, handed out
the prizes to the winners of the various events in
the athletic tourney of the previous week. The
name of each winner was announced by an official,
and, standing behind a table, the Maharaja handed
little packets done up in red paper to the comely
brown-skinned men lined up before him; the
soldiers standing at attention, the jungle-folk and

